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BRYK Launches New Stainless Steel Wallet Doubles as
Safety and Fashion Accessory
M Marketing November 02, 2014

With identity theft becoming increasingly difficult to avoid and prevent, many
persons are seeking effective ways to protect their credit card and other
financial items until they are ready to be used.

(Newswire.net -- November 2, 2014) Las Vegas, NV -- BRYK, a company dealing in
security accessories for both men and women, has launched a RFID blocking,
stainless steel credit card holder wallet which can also double as a fashion
accessory.

This credit card wallet is said to be able to fit up to 7 credit cards comfortably.  It is
also appraised for its light weight nature despite its stainless steel nature.  The

wallet is not only seen as a secure credit card holder but also as a sleek, stylish fashion accessory for both men and
women with its satiny finish and laser engraving. 

The stainless steel wallet is said to be ideal for preventing the creasing or breaking of credit cards since it has a sturdy
frame compared to the typical wallet.  BRYK however designed their stainless steel credit card holder  to be the same
size of a typical wallet, so it can fit into the pocket and purse with ease. 

The main function of the stainless steel wallet credit card holder is to protect credit card information from credit card
scammers with RFID machines.  RFID machines can obtain information from any card that has a barcode.  The
stainless steel material in this credit card wallet acts as a barrier for RFID scanning.  This means that upon being
scanned by a RFID machine, the information on the credit including the credit card number, the name, address, and so
on would not be obtained.  For additional security the wallet is said to have a sturdy metal clasp that would prevent the
wallet from opening easily, even if it falls to the ground.

Apart from its aesthetic properties, BRYK’s stainless steel credit card holder is considered to be an ideal travel wallet.
 BRYK’s particularly designed the wallet with non-corrosive stainless steel to ensure durability in various conditions. 
This non-corrosive property allows preservation of the wallet in environments where metals may corrode easily such
as near marine areas.  

With its functional safety and aesthetic features, BRYK’s stainless steel credit card holder is said to be ideal for not just
for careful travelers but also those who are trendy and fashionable.  

 

BRYK Enterprises, LLC is now offering all new customers $5 off their first order of Stainless Steel Wallet on
Amazon.com with coupon code - BRYK4YOU -just visit the link below.

http://www.amazon.com/Wallet-Protection-Against-Scanning-Criminals/dp/B00GXE331K/ref=sr_1_10?
ie=UTF8&qid=1408588270&sr=8-10&keywords=credit+card+holder

About BRYK Enterprises, LLC

BRYK is a premium brand of products, focusing on both men’s and women’s RFID protection accessories. BRYK
supplies its products from some of he top manufacturing facilities in the world. It was founded in Chantilly, VA in 2013
by Bryan Eklund

BRYK Enterprises, LLC

9550 S Eastern Ave
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